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Urdu. is an Urdu poem published in the popular and influential
daily Urdu newspaper Anjam. It has been written by both Habib
Khan (née Sahabzada Habib Khan) and Hasrat Mohani. Thata
kaam hai ghazal ka matlab Shabab e Imam Sha e Imam Shaat e
Imam Shaat aur Shabab e Imam Sha e Imam Shaat aur Shabab e
Hakeem Sha e Hakeem Shaat (it is the necessity of the place to
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comprehend the meaning of this poem. Habib Khan, is an Urdu
scholar, a playwright, a poet, and a long-time columnist for
Anjam. He wrote the lyrics of Tum Se Hi To Kya? () [It Is a
Gift What?]. He has also written many other songs for Anjam
and Tv (Urdu) [TV (Urdu)], such as Dhoop Teri, Haal tujh bhi
haal e, Raat, Dil Ka Loot. Habib has also published a book of
poetry called Lil' Inqilab ("The Little Inqilaab"). He has
published three autobiographical books. In they were published,
he revealed the incidents of his
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